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AERO AUTIe SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
I Met ric English 
Symbol 
Abbrevia- Abbrevia-Unit tion Unit tion 
Length _______ I meter __________ __ ______ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) Time _________ t second _________ __ ______ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) Force _________ F weight of 1 kilogram __ __ _ kg weight of 1 pound _____ l b. 
Power ________ P horsepower (metric) __ ____ 
------ - -- -
horsepower ___________ hp. 
Speed _______ __ V {kilometers per hour ______ k .p.h. miles per hour ________ m.p.h. meters per second _______ m.p. s. feet per second ________ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity = 9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft./sec.2 
Mass = W 
g 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
11, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0. 12497 kg-m-'-s2 at 
15° C. and 760 rom; or 0.002378Ib.-ft.-' sec. 2 
Specific weight of " standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu.ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure - ~P V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL= :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient aD ~ ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient aD, = ~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient aD; = ~ 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient aD ~ DS11 
• q 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc~ ~ 
q 
Resultant force 
tID, Angle of setting of wmgs (relative to thrust 
Q, 
12, 
Vl p- , 
Jl. 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p .h . normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 em chord, 40 m.p .s. the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Anglo of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
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AND HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS OF FINNED CYLINDERS 
By OscAn "V. SCHEY and VEnN G. ROLLIN 
SUMMAHY 
An investigation wa made to determine the effect oj 
baffles on the temperature distribution and the heat-
tran ifer coefficient of finned cyl?·nders . The tests were 
conducted in a 30-inch wind tunnel on electrically heated 
cylinders W?'thfins oj 0 .25- and 0.31-inch pitch. 
Four types oj bajfie. were tested: Plates mounted at 
various po itions around the cylinder and at various 
angles with respect to the air tream; treamline ba:.tfles 
mounted near the rear oj the cylinder; hell baiJies with 
variou ly shaped openings mounted around the tpst 
cylinder ymmetrically with respect to a plane through 
the axis oj the cylinder and parallel to the air tream' and 
integral bajjles composed oj trips welded to the tips oj the 
fins oj the test cylinder to jorm passages between the fins 
through which the ai?' couldfiow tv the rem' oj the cylinder. 
The res1~lt oj these tests showed that the use oj integral 
bajjles gave a reduction oj 31 .9 percent in the rear-wall 
temperature and an increa e of 54.2 percent in the heat-
transjer coefficient a compared with a cylinder wilhvut 
baffles. 
Although the e.ffect oj the shell baiJies were not equal to 
those oj the integral bajjles, they gave a large reduction in 
rear-wall tf'mperatures and a large increase in the heat-
transjer coefficient. The best results were obtained with 
the shell baiJies mounted in contact with the fins, when the 
intake opening was equal to the arc subtended by an angle 
oj approximately 145°, when the exten ions were S inches 
or more in length, and when the ratio oj exit area to area 
between .fins was a.pproximately 1.6. The heat-transjer 
coefficient with the best shell bCkffles varied a the air speed 
to the 0.85 power. 
INTRODUCTION 
The present trend in air-cooled engine de ign to, ard 
decreased frontal area and greater specific-power out-
put requires that all pos ible means be investigated for 
increasing the efficiency with whicL waste heat is di -
ipated from the cylinder to the cooling air. A tndy 
of the air flow around a conventional air-cooled cylin-
der eA--pO ed to an air tream show that the air follows 
the surface (or about 100° from the front after which 
it break away from the cylinder, with the 1'e ult that 
cooling at the rear is very poor. Considerable improve-
ment in cooling can be obtained by the 11 e of haffles 
aronnd the cylinder to insure that the air follows the 
surface of the c.ylinder for a greater distance before the 
breakaway occurs. 
In the fir t cowling tests conducted by the Commit-
tee the cooling wa improved hy u ing baffie (reference 
1); recent te t have been conducted el ewhere on va-
riou type of bailie. (See reference 2.) The re ult of 
exten ive flight test by Higginbotham (reference 3) 
howed the hape and location of the baffle to be very 
important in obtaining the maximum cooling with the 
minimum drag. Baffle are generally u ed in conjunc-
tion with . A. C. A. cowling; they improve the cool-
ing by directing the air to the hot parts of the cylinder 
and they reduce the drag by limiting the quantity of 
air that flows through the cowling. 
The purpo e of the te ts herein reported was to 
determine the hape and location in relation to the 
cylinder barrel of the baffie that gi,'e tIl largest im-
provement in coolino-. Te t were made with plate 
bailie et at variou ano-Ie with 1'e pect to the air 
tream and at variou po itions around the cylin-
der, with treamline baffie ,with hell baffie havino-
. 0 
vanou ly haped entrance and exit pa age, with 
baffie welded to the tips of the fin , and with com-
binations of shell bame with trip inside the bames. 
A few test were al 0 made of a cylinder having the 
fin bent at the front quarter to an angle of 50° with 
respect to the cylinder wall. 110 t of the te ts were 
made at an air peed of 56 mile per hour; orne data, 
however, were obtained at air peed from 3 to 145 
miles per honr. 
The comparative cooling of electrically heated finned 
cylinder with and without bame wa obtained by 
testing each cylinder and baffle combination in a wind 
tunnel and mea urino- the temperature over the cooling 
urface [or a given heat input and air peed. The 
compari on of the efIectivene of the various types of 
baffle wa ba ed mainly on the heat-tran fer coeffi-
cient (the heat di ipated per unit of cooling urface per 
unit of time per unit of temperature difference b -
tween the cooling surface and the cooling air). The 
reduction in base temperature at the rear of the cylinder 
with the varions types of baffles was also considered. 
1 
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The tests were conducted at the Committee's labora-
tories at Langley Field, Va., between July 1932 and 
October 1933. 
APPARATUS 
Cooling tunnel.- The cooling tunnel used had a 
30-inch throa t and wa designed to "'ive air speeds up 
to 200 mile per hour. The air speed of the tunnel wa 
struction of such a unit i completely described in 
references 4 and 5. 
A voltmeter and an ammeter were used for mea Ul'-
ing the heat input to the test cylinder. Oil-cooled 
rheosta,ts having a very sensitive adjustment over a 
wide range of electrical input were used to regulate 
the input to each of the guard rings and to the test 
cylinder. 
1<-------------------21 '2"----------------->1 
- /'/ 0 ''-
2" 
Test unit 
FIGU RE I.-Cooling tunnel with one of the test uni ts monnted in place. 
measured with a pitot-static tube placed to one side 
and sufficiently far ahead of the test unit to a sure the 
accuracy of the readings . A honeycomb "'rid wa 
pla ced at the tunnel entrance to redu ce air di. tUl'b-
ances. Figure 1 show the cooling tunnel wi th one 
of the te t unit mounted in place. 
Test units,- The te ts were conducted with three 
test units of the type hown in figure 2. The heating 
End fair ing Inner guard rmg heating umt 
Thermocouples,- The temperature of the surface 
of the finned cylinders were measured with iron-
con t an tan thermocouples connected through a se-
lector witch to a medium-resistance pyrometer of the 
portable type. The thermocouples were made of 
0.013-inch diameter ilk-covered enameled wire. 
The 24 thermocouples were electrically welded to 
the barrel and the fins at the positions shown in figure 
1/32" asbestos separator 
Refractory cement 
~~~~ 
Mounting tube 
r, resistance wire 
Tes t cylinder 
FlaUIIE 2.-Dotuils of construction of the test unit. 
unit for the cylinders consi ted e sentially of a coil of 
nichrome wire embedded in alundum cement. The 
coils of the heating elemen t were so distributed that 
the heating was uniform over th e entire cylinder wall. 
In order to eliminate heat los e from the ends of the 
test cylinder, guard rings of the same eon true Lion a 
the test cylinder were placed on each end, The con-
3. The temperature di tribution being symmetrical 
with respect to the air tream, the thermocouples 
were located on only one-half of the cylinder. Tes t 
have shown (reference 5) that at any given position on 
the fins the temperature i practically the ame for all 
the fins and that the results for one fin can be taken a 
representative of all. 
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Apparatus used for measuring air-flow speed.- The 
air speed between the fins was determined from 
measurements made with impact and static tubes con-
nected to water manometers. The tubes had an out-
Front 
Rear 
FIGURE 3.-Location of thermocouples on test cylinder. 
side diametE'r of 0.040 inch and an inside diameter of 
0.035 inch. 
Cylinders and baffles.- Figure 4 how eros ections 
of the fin used in this investigation . The 0.25-inch-
pitch fins on cylinder 1 and 2 were of 1.22-inch and 
~ 
--
0.08(, 1 
Ci 
'0 
in 
'1' 
Cylinder 
. ~ 
Cylinder I 
2 
3 
Surface area, 
s q . in. 
//59 
6 14 
282.9 
Wall area, 
5q. in . 
87.8 
87.8 
54.3 
1-25"-1 0.02"R 
, . 31"-1 / D.023"R 
0. 040"- =r 11 , 
"- <0 CO 
(j ci 
I P03"R I P0625"R 
0.08/ ~ 
to 
'1' 
Cy linder ,2 
I 
0.08/ I. -.l 1..0. 0635 " 
c 
'0 
to 
'1' 
Cylinder 3 
~ 
FIGURE 4.-Shn pe of fin s and outside-wall and total-surface areas on test cylinders. 
0.67-inch widths, respectively. Cylinder 3, which was 
cut from a Wright J-5 cylinder barrel, bad fins of 0.31-
inch pitch and 0.6-inch width. The cylinders were 
constructed from steel corresponding to specifications 
for S. A. E. 1050 steel. FJgure 5 shows one of the 
cylinders equipped with shell baffies and attached to 
tbe mounting bracket ready for testing. 
The plate ballie (fig. 6) consisted of two plates 
mounted symmetrically on each side of the test cylin-
der with respect to the plane through the axis of the 
cylinder and parallel to the air stream. Two sizes of 
these pla tes were tested, the narrow one being n~ 
inches wide and the wide one 4}~ inches. The plate 
baffles and all other baffles tested were con. tructed 
from 20-gage sheet steel. 
The streamline bames (fig. 7) consisted of two pieces 
of streamline tubing symmetrically mounted parallel 
to the axis of the cylinder and 1350 from the' front. 
FIG URE 5.- Assembly of finned test cylinder and guard rings with mounting 
bracket. battles, aod thermocouples in place. 
The hell bame (see fig . 8, 9, 11, 13, and 15) con-
isted of two piece of heet teel of ingle curvature 
mounted concentrically with the surface of the te t 
cylinder and symmetrically with respect to th e cylin-
der diameter parallel to tho air stream . ... ome of these 
baffle were provided with exten ion. forming entrance 
and exit pa aO'e. 
A previoLl tests (reference 4) showed that the cool-
inO' wa greatly improved by directing the cooling ail' 
at an angle with re pect to the fin , it was believed 
that guiding the air to the rear of the cylinder and, at 
the same time, directing it at an angle with respect to 
the fins, would redllce the rear-wall temperature . 
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arrow strips ,vere accordingly placed at an angle 
between the baffies and the FillS so as to direct the ruT 
spirally toward the rear of the cylinder as hown in 
figure 19. A section of the fins on cylinder 3 was bent 
at an angle of 500 to the cylinder wall in order to 
investigate further the cooling with the air directed 
at an angle with respect to the fins (fig . 20). 
The integral baffle (fig. 21) was a special hell 
baffle constructed by welding strips of metal between 
and at the fin tips to form channels for the cooling air 
TESTS 
Tests on cylinders 1 and 2 were made with a heat 
input of 85 B. t. u. per hour per square inch of cooling 
surface and those of cylinder 3 with a heat input of 
100. The air speed for all the tests wa approJl.'imately 
56 miles per hour except in the test made to determine 
the effect of peed. 
When condu cting tills investigation preliminary 
tests were made with the plate, streamline, and hell 
baffies; a a result of the e preliminary tests the hell 
baffles were selected as the most promising for further 
investigation. The wide and narrow plate baffles 
were tested on cylinder 1. The narrow baffle were 
tried at the front, side, and rear of the cylinder and 
for each position the plates were tested at three differ-
ent angles with re pect to the air stream. The wide 
baffles were mounted at the rear of the cylinder and 
tested at three angles to the air stream. The arrange-
ment of the plates and the results of the tests are shown 
together in figures 6 (a) to 6 (f). 
The streamline baffles were tested with cylinder 1 
in the single condi tion shown wi th the 1'e ul ts in figur 7. 
Although mo t of the tests with the shell baffles were 
made on cylinder 3 (figs. 9 to 18), which had fins of 
0.6-inch width, a ufficient number of tests were made 
on cylinder 1 (fig . 8), which had fin of 1.22-inch v.idth, 
so that the effect of fin width on the heat-transfer 
coefficient and the temperature distribution could be 
established. The radial di tance from the shell baffles 
to the fins were varied from 0.07 to 2 inches . The 
lengths of the exit extensions te ted on the shell baffles 
of cylinder 3 were varied from 0.375 to 5 inches; the 
size of the intake opening, equ al to the arc subtended 
by the angle, was varied from a minimum of 400 to a 
maximum of 210°. D eterminations were made of the 
effect of varying the ratio of the area of the flow pas-
sage between the deflector and the cylinder to the di -
charge area from 1 to lightly more than 3. 
The results of the tests made on cylinder 2 with hell 
baffles and with combinations of shell baffles and strip 
to direct the air a t an angle with respect to the fin are 
shown in figure 19. Tests were also made with and 
without shell baffles on cylinder 3 having a section of 
the fins bent so that the cooling air would impinge 
upon the fins at an angle instead of parallel. The sec-
tion varied in ize from 90 0 to 360 0 , the small ection 
being tried at various points around the circumference. 
Only wall-temperature measurements were obtained 
when testing this arrangement. (See fig. 20.) 
A few tests were made on cylinder 3 to determine 
the effect on base temperature of using baffies consist-
ing of metal strips welded to the tips of the fins. A 
sketch of this baffle and the results of the te tare 
shown in figure 21 . 
Tests were also conducted at several air speeds be-
tween 38 and 145 miles per hour to determine whether 
the improvements obtained at one air speed with the 
bent shell baffles could be obtained at other air speeds. 
A few tests were also made, for the same range of air 
speed , in which the air peed between the fins at 
several points approximately 90 0 from the front of 
the cylinder was determined with and without baffles . 
COMPUTATIONS 
The calculations for tills report are substantially the 
same a those of reference 5 from which more detailed 
description and the derivation of the formula m.ay be 
obtained. 
The air peeds were corrected to a standard den ity 
corresponding to a pressure of 29.92 inches of mercury 
and a temperature of 80 0 F. according to the relation: 
corrected air speed= 
observed air speed X density in tunnel test section 
standard density 
The cold junction of the thermocouple that meas-
ured the temperature cli:fference between the cylinder 
and the air wa located outside the tunnel. A cor-
rection was applied to take care of the adiabatic cool-
ing of the air due to the drop in pressure before reach-
ing the test section and the frictional heating of the 
air by the grid and tunnel wall ahead of the test 
section. 
The average cylinder-wall temperature was found 
by arithmetically averaging the readings of the nine 
thermocouples located on the cylinder wall. 
The temperatures at any point on the surface of the 
cylinder wall and fins were determined by cross-plot-
ting the measured temperatures. The average cool-
ing-surface temperature was obtained by graphically 
integrating the temperature with respect to the area 
over the entire cooling surface and dividing by the 
area covered. 
The average surface heat-transfer coefficient was 
fOlmd by dividing the total heat dissipated per hour 
by the product of the total eJl.'"Posed area of the 
cylinder wall and fins and the average surface-temper-
ature difference. The experimental cylinder-wall heat-
transfer coefficient was obtained by dividing the total 
heat dissipated per hour by the product of the outside 
cylinder-wall area and the average cylinder-wall 
temperature cli:fference. 
For convenience in this report whenever "tempera-
ture" is used it will be lmderstood to mean the cor-
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rected "temperature difference" between a point on 
the cylinder and the cooling air. 
The theoretical cylinder-wall heat-transfer coefficient 
was calculated from the following formula (reference 5): 
U=; [~( 1+2~) tanh aW'+8b] 
where a=~i; 
U, over-all heat-tran fer coefficient, B. t. u. per 
quare inch base area per hour, per of. 
temperature difference between the cylin-
der wall and cooling air. 
q, urface heat-transfer coefficient, B. t. u. per 
quare inch total urface area per hour, 
per of. temperature difference between 
the surface and the cooling air. 
k, thermal conductivity of metal, B. t. u. per 
square inch, per of. through 1 inch per 
hour (2.17 for teel). 
t, average fm thicknes , inche . 
p, pitch of fins, inches. 
w, fin width, inche . 
w'=w+~ effective fin width. 
tt, fin-tip thickne ,inche. 
R b, radius from center of cylinder to fin root, 
inches. 
Sb, distance between adjacent fin surfaces at 
the fin root, inches. 
The following additional ymbol are 1.1 ed in till 
report: 
Ob, average temperature difference between the 
root of the fin and the cooling air, of. 
Oa, average temperature difference betw en the 
cooling urface and the cooling air, of. 
RESULTS AND DISCU SIO 
PLATE BAFFLES 
The e[fect on the temperature of the cylinder ba e 
of using plate ballies is shown by the temperature-
di tribution curves of figme 6. The ingle curve of 
figure 6 (a) is for cylinder 1 without baffle. The 
temperature-di tribution curve and the heat-tran fer 
coefficients obtained for cylinders 1 and 3 (fig. 9 
(a)) without baffle are 1.1 ed throughout this report a 
. tandard for compari on. The condition of hell 
barnes alone on cylinder 2 i u ed a a standard t 
compare with the cylinder when trip arc attached 
to the baffle. (ee fig. 19.) 
When plate baffles 1.25 inche wide arc placed 45° 
from the front, the second group of curves (fig. 6 
(b)) and the heat-transfer coefficient show that the 
cooling i impaired for all condition except when the 
baffles are perpendicular to the general direction of 
the air stream, in which case the heat-tran fer coeffi-
cient was increa ed only 4.4 percent. The use of the 
baffle plates on the sides of the cylinder at various 
angles with re pect to the air stream cau ed a large 
variation in the ba e temperatures as shown by the 
third group of curves (fig. 6 (c)). The heat-tran fer 
coefficient varied from a reduction of 10.9 percent 
with the plates parallel to the air tream to an increase 
of 22.6 percent with the plate perpendicular to the 
air stream. The reduction in rear-ba e temperature 
with the plates perpendicular to t.he air stream was 
small. Wlwn the plate are mounted 60° from the 
rear of the cylinder (fig. 6 (d)) and perpendicular to 
the direction of the air stream, the heat-tran fer 
coefficient is increased 27.2 percent. Practically no 
reduction in rear-base temperature was obtained for 
the latter condition but the temperatures at point 
between the sides and the rear show a large reduction. 
Figure 6 (e) how a comparison of the base tem-
peratures obtained for the best condition at each of 
the three po itions tried. The olid curve repre ents 
the re ults obtained with two plates mounted on each 
side a hown. With the latter plate arrangement the 
heat-tran fer coefficient i increased 21.5 percent. The 
rear-wall temperature is increa ed lightly but the wall 
temperatures at points between the sides and the I' ar 
are greatly reduced. The wall temperatures for the 
condition with the bailie mounted 60° from the rear 
are higher than with one or two baffle on the ide 
even though the heat tran fer i higher. This apparent 
discrepancy i explained by the fact that the heat-
tran fer coefficient is ba ed on the average fin and 
barrel temperature. 
In general, it may be said that the narrow plate 
baffle give a large improvement in cooling when 
mounted perpendicular to the air stream and between 
the side and rear of the cylinder but when mounted 
parallel to the air tream they may seriou ly impair 
the cooling. At best only a light reduction in rear-
wall temperature can be obtained with the narrow 
baffles. A thi type of baffle i very sen itive to the 
direction of air flow, great care mu t be exercised in 
it u e or the cooling may actually be impaired. 
The curve in figure 6 (f) how that the plate baffles 
4}~ inche wide mounted 60° from the rear of the 
cylinder do not improve the cooling a much as do the 
narrow plate (fig. 6 (e)). For the be t condition with 
the wide plate the heat-transfer coefficient wa in-
crea ed .7 percent a compared with an increase of 
27.2 percent with narrow plate mounted near the rear 
of the eylind r. ·When the wid ph.te were mounted 
parallel to the air stream the cooling wa eriou ly 
impaired, a indicated by an inc rea e of 40° F. in the 
rear-wall temperature and a d crea e of 1 .6 percent 
in the heat-tran fer coefficient. 
STREAML! E BAFFLES 
The curves and data of figure 7 show that streamline 
baffles on cylinder 1 increased the heat-transfer co-
efficient from 0.0 66 to 0.1024, an increase of 18.3 
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(Il) Cylinder I without baffies: 
(h) 
Ob 
q U OF: 
O. 0866 O. 625 131. 3 
Position q 
15 0. 0754 
16 .034 
17.0904 
18 .084 
U 
O. 59~ 
.620 
.636 
.619 
Ob 
of. 
140.6 
134.7 
131. 3 
134.9 
8. 
0J1: 
72.3 
O. 
o f . 
3.9 
75. 
70.0 
71. ,) 
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Ob 8. Ob 
(c) PosiLion q U 01", of. (e) Position q U OJ:':" 
19 0.0772 0.601 138. I 1.9 17 0.0904 0.636 131. 3 
20 . I (}.IS . 740 112. 60.3 21 .1062 .746 III. 
21 .1062 .741) 111. 8 ,)9.5 25 .1101 4 122.0 
22 .0873 . 65~ 127.6 i2.4 27 . 1052 .767 108 . 
140 
8b O. Ob 
(d) Position q U of. OJ.': (I) Posi tion 
" 
U Off 
23 0.0768 O. 6 142. 4 2.3 28 0.0705 0.652 150. 
24 .Oh22 .619 134. 71i.9 29 .0824 .n 9 127.9 
25 .1101 . f>84 122.0 57.4 30 .0937 .724 121. I 
26 .094S .675 123.6 06.7 
FIGURE 6.-Cylinder-base temperature diITerenccs aod hea t-transfer coefficients obtained with plate bam in different pOSitions. Cylinder 1. 
q 
0.1024 
u 
0.724 
8b 
OF. 
115.4 
o. 
°F . 
61. 7 
FIGURE 7.-Cylinder-base temperature differences and beat-transfer coefficients obtained with streamline I.R mes . Cylinder 1. 
O. 
01·'. 
70.0 
59.5 
57.4 
60. I 
8. 
op: 
9.7 
76.7 
67. !j 
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percent, while the rear-wall temperature was increased 
15° F., or 8.6 percent. Apparently with these baffles 
there is, in the rear oC the cylinder, a low-pre sure area 
tha L causes the air to flow to the rear through the 
openings between the baffle and the cylinder. 
SHELL BAFFLES 
The curves in figure (a) show that although, within 
limits, increasing the extent of surface contact of the 
shell baffles with the cylinder so as to restrict the exit 
opening decreases the rear-wall temperatures, it also, 
for the two conditions shown, reduces the heat-transfer 
R 4 8, O. 
(a) T t in. deg. q U OF. OF. (c) q U 
A comparison of the results for test 4 in figure 8 (b) 
with those for test 3 in figure 8 (a) shows that without 
flares on the intake opening the heat-transfer coefficient 
i 12.5 percent higher and the rear-wall temperatures 
10° higher than with flares. 
The curve in figure (c) hows that an appreciable 
reduction in rear-wall temperatures may be obtained 
by u ing small baffles between the fins in conjunction 
with the shell baffles. As compared with conditions 
without baffles (fig. 6 (a)) this arrangement reduced 
the rear-wall temperatures 15.4 percent; whereas the 
8, 8. 8, 8. 
OF. OF. (a) q U OF. OF. 
2 4H 45 0.1087 0.737 113.2 58.2 0.1038 O. 55 97.6 55.5 0.0965 0.424 236.1 19. 
3 
(b) 'rest 
4 
5 
1~ 30 .0972 .736 113.3 65.0 
R 4 W 
in. deq. in. 
1 ~ 30 2~ 
\!4 23 11~6 
8, 8. 
q U OF. OF. 
O. 1093 O. 741 112. 6 57. g 
.1055 .717 116.4 59.9 
(d) q 
0.10 
U 
0.728 
8. 
OF. 
59.7 
(b) Test 
45 
47 
49 
<4. 
50 '60 
W 8, O. 
in. q U of. o p. 
1 0.1131 0.474 211. 4 169.9 
2 .1188 .498 200.9 161. 7 
3~ .1122 .474 213.1 172.6 
FIGURE g.-Cylinder-base temperatnre differences and beat-transfer coefficients obtained with shell 
baffles. Cylinder 1. 
FIGURE 9.-EtJect of the width of exit opening of sheJl 
baffles on the temperature distribution and heat-
transfer coefficients. Cylinder 3. 
coefficient from 0.1087 to 0.0972. A further re tric-
tion of the air flow effected by reducing the ize of the 
exit opening (fig. 8 (b)) causes an increa e in rear-wall 
temperatures and an additional reduction in the heat-
transfer coefficient. The 1'e ults, however, show that 
little difficulty will be e}..rperienced in effecting a large 
reduction in temperature at points between 20° and 
70° from the rear of the cylinder although it will be 
considerably more difficult to reduce the temperature 
directly in the rear. 
hell baffle without the mall baIDes (fig. 8 (b)) gave 
a reduction of only 2.9 percent. For the foregoing 
conditions the heat-tran fer coefficient increa ed 19.9 
percent with the small bailie and 26 .2 percent without 
the small bames. Apparently these small baffle are 
very effective in guiding the air toward the rear of 
cylinders having long fins, but they impair the cooling 
at other points on the cylinder because they slow up 
the air and cause a reduction in the heat-transfer 
coefficient. 
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L 8. 8. X 
Test in. Q U OF: OF. (a) Test in. q 
47 3 0. 11 0.498 200.9 l61. 7 47 0.07 O. JI88 
50 5 .1192 .500 201.9 162.6 56 2.00 .0860 
53 . 1003 .433 231.8 J91. 9 
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FIGURE l2.-Variation of rear-wall temperatures and heat-transfer coefficients with 
length of exit extensions of shell baIDes. Cylinder 3. 
8. 8. X O. 8. 
U o 1i', OF'. (hl Test in . q U °P. 0/1', 
0.498 200.9 J61. 7 61 2.00 0.078l 0.349 289.3 248.0 
.383 263.3 225. J 63 .75 .0850 .37(; 271.3 227. 8 
67 .07 .107 .463 218. 3 179.5 
FIGURE 1I.-Effect of the length of the exit extensions of 
shell baIDes on the temperature distribution and heat-
transfer coefficients. Cylinder 3. 
FI ,URE 13.-Effect of clearance between the shell baffies and the fin tips on the temperature distribution and 
heat-tmnsfer coefficients. Cylinder 3. 
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The results 01 the te ts on shell baffles have shown 
that with proper installation of baffles an appreciable 
reduction in rear-wall temperatures and a large in-
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FIOURE l4.-Variation of rear-wall temperatures and heat-transfer coefficients with 
clearance between shell bames and fin tips. Cylinder 3. 
crea e in the heat-transfer coefficient may be obtained. 
The e results were sufficiently encouraging to warrant 
further work to determine the effect of size 01 exit 
opening, length of extension, frontal area exposed to 
air stream, and the distance between baille and 
cylinder. 
Effect of exit opening.-The curves in figures 9 and 
10 show the importance of the ratio of exit area of 
baffles to the area between the cooling surface and the 
baffles in reducing rear-wall temperatures and increas-
ing the heat-transfer coefficient. These tests were con-
ducted on cylinder 3 (fig. 9 (a)). With baffles having 
a ratio of exit area to clear area between fins of 1.75 
(figs. 9 (b) and 10) the rear-wall temperature was 
reduced to less than 260 0 F., or 13.3 percent, and the 
heat-transfer coefficient was increased 23.1 percent. 
In figure 10 the curve for the heat-transfer coefficient 
shows an optimum ratio of areas of 2.3, which is higher 
than the value of 1.6 based on the curve for rear-wall 
temperatures. The optimum ratio of areas is a ratio 
that will give a large reduction in rear-wall tempera-
tures by bringing the air as far aE' possible to the rear 
without appreciably decreasing its velocity. These 
{J o. 
'rest dlV. q U °P. 
47 1 0 0.11 0.498 161. 7 
69 140 .1238 .515 196.0 156.4 
70 220 .0968 .407 248.0 200.1 
FIGURE 15.-EtIect of the entrance angle of a shell bame on the temperature 
distribution and heat-transfer coefficients. Cylinder 3. 
ratios would be meaningless if the area of the flow 
passage between the cylinder and the baffle and the 
exit opening were greatly increa ed, unle s there wa 
a corre ponding increase in the cylinder diameter. 
Effect of extension length.- The curves in figure 11 
and 12 how that bailles having exten ions 3 inches or 
more in length give the largest reduction in rear-wall 
temperature and the highe t heat-transfer coefficients. 
That the optimum exten ion length i hort is fortu-
nate, because lonO" extension would increa e in talln-
tion difficultie ; wherea 3-irrch exten ions can probably 
be conveniently u ed on all installations. The llTeO"u-
larities in the curve of rear-wall temperatures and 
heat-tran fer coefficient when exten ions shorter than 
3 inches are used indicate that the length of the exten-
sion has considerable effect on the air flow in the rear 
of the cylinder and that the cooling can be regulated 
by slight changes in the extension length. Increasing 
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the length of the extension to more than 3 inches in the heat-transfer coefficient of 26.2 and 23.1 per-
resul ts in a gradual increase in rear-wall temperatures c-ent, respectively, as compared with conditions with-
and a small increase in the heat- transfer coefficient. out baffles. Incr a ing the distance between the 
Effect of radial clearance between baffles and fin baffles and the cylinders to one-half inch resulted in 
tips.-The tes t re ults shown in figures 8 (b), 8 (d), 13, the reduction of these percentages to 22.2 and 9.84 for 
.52 cylinders having fins of 1.22- and 0.6-inch widths, re-
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spectively. The rear-wall temperatures of the cylinder 
with the wide fins are not appreciably affected by the 
use of baiHes regardless of the di tance between the 
baffles and the cylinder; wherea , for the cylinder hav-
ing fins 0.6 inch in width the rear-wall temperatures 
are reduced from 29 ° F. without baffies to 259° F. 
with baffies in contact with the fins. 
A shell baffle with 3-inch extensions may eriously 
impair the cooling if it is mounted too far from the 
cylinder (fig. 13 (a)). For example, when the baffles 
are mounted 2 inche from the cylinder the rear-wall 
temperature i 104° F. higher than for conditions with 
no baffles and the heat-transfer coefficient is reduced 
from 0.0965 for a cylinder without baffies to 0.0860 for 
a cylinder with baffies having extensions. The curves 
(fig . 14) also how that considerably more is to be 
gained in reducing rear-wall temperatures and increas-
ing the heat-tran fer coefficient by placing baffle with 
extensions in contact with the fins than can be gained 
by placing plain baffles in contact with the fin . 
Effect of size of intake opening.-A compari on of 
the curves in figures 9 (a), 15, and 16 shows that the 
entrance angle has a large eiIect on the value of the 
heat-transfer coefficient. For example, with an en-
trance angle of 145° (fig. 16), the heat-transfer coeffi-
cient was 0.1240 as compared with 0.0965 without 
baffles (fig. 9 (a)), an increase of 28.5 percent. For 
the same entrance angle the rear-wall temperature was 
250° F. as compared with 298° F. without baffies. In-
creasing the en trance angle to more than 160° resul ts 
in a sharp ri e in temperature because the air breaks 
away from the cylinder before it reaches the baffJe; 
wherea reducing the angle to less than 120° results in 
only a gradual increase in temperature, the speed being 
reduced because of increased length of pas age and be-
cause the intake opening normal to the air flow is 
smaller. 
The curves (fig . 16) for heat-transfer coefficient 
show the same trend as the curves for base temperature. 
When the entrance angle is increased to 210° the tem-
peratures in the rear of the cylinder are the same as 
without a baffle, while the heat-transfer coefficient 
shows an increase of 9.1 percent, indicating thc bene-
ficial effect of ba fTles on the temperatures n L other 
FWURE 16.-VariaLion of rear-wall Lemperatures and heaL-Lransfer coefficients wiLh points. 
entrance angle of shell baffles. Cylinder 3. 
and 14 indicate that the distance between the baffle 
and the cylinder influences the rear-wall t emperature 
and the heat-transfer coefficient q and that th e amount 
of the change depends upon the fin width. Placing 
the baffles in contact with the fins on cylinders having 
fins of l.22- and 0.6-inch widths resulted in increases 
Although these tests indicate (fig. 16) that the heat-
transfer coefficient decreases when the entrance angle 
iR less than 120°, it is believed tha t on installations hav-
ing a large part of the area between the cylinders 
blocked or on engines having cowling and baffle ar-
rangement such that only sufficient air is admitted to 
cool the engine, angles less than 120° will give better 
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cooling. Improved cooling with small entrance angle 
is obtained for the above-mentioned condition because 
the air speed will be higher over a large part of the 
front area of a cylinder. For tests herein reported the 
air speed over the front of a cylinder with baffles was 
probably about the arne as for a cylinder without 
baffie because the air could flow freely over the out-
side of the bailie as well as on the inside. 
Effect of air-stream speed.- The test results sub-
mitted in figure 17 show that the heat-transfer coeffi-
cient varied as the speed to the 0.85 power for condi-
tions \,'ithout baffie and with bailie of the type shown 
in figure 15. The tests were made on cylinder 3 at 
everal air velocities from 38 to 145 miles per hour. 
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FIGURE l7.-EfTect of air speed on the heat·transfer coefficient of cylinder 3 with 
and without shell bames. 
The use or the be t hell baffle 1'e ulted in a large 
improvement in cooling at all air velocitie inve ti-
gated. The te t re ult in figure 1 how the effect of 
velocity on the cylinder-wall heat-tran fer coefficient U 
for cylinder 3 \\rith and ,\rithout baffle. The calculated 
values or [' (equation (1)) arc al 0 shown . A the e 
calculated value check the experimental values, the 
method propo ed in reference 5 for the de ign of cylin-
ders \\rithout bailie can be extended to the de ign of 
cylinders \\rith baffles by u ing the experimental values 
or q as determined for cylinder wi til baffie . 
The measurement or the air spe d between the 
fins at 90° from the front of cylinder 3 withou t baill 
howed that the average air speed between the fins 
wa 35 percent higher than the tunnel air speed. 
With the best hell baffles having a radial clearance 
between the baffle and the fin tip of 0.07 inch, the 
average air speed between the fins was 30, 92, 118, and 
172 miles per hour for tunnel air speeds of 30, 80, 100, 
and 140 miles per hour, respectively. At a tunnel air 
speed of 100 miles per hour the highest air speed be-
tween the fins without the baffles was approximately 
0.12 inch from the root of the fin and with shell baffles 
it was approximately 0.09 inch from the root of the 
fin. This difference would indicate that part of the 
improvement in cooling obtained through the use of 
ballies may be attributed to reduced boundary layer. 
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FIGURE I.-Comparison of experimental with calculated over-all heat·transfer 
coefficient for cylinder 3 with and without shell baffies at various air speeds. 
The curye in figure 9 (a) and 15 how that the tem-
perature are reduced at a po ition 90° from the front 
when using baffle a compared with condition \\rithout 
baffle eyen though the average air peed between the 
fin i Ie ,indicating that the boundary layer at tIll 
point i Ie s on the cylinder with bailie . 
COMBI ATION OF SHELL BAFFLES AND TRIPS 
The re ult in figure 19 for hell baffle how that the 
addition of the trip increa ed the wall temperatures 
around the rear of th cylinder, a compared with the 
cylinder \\rith only the hell baffle, and that the heat-
transfer coefficient was decreased. A the strip were 
placed on the fin tips, the air pa sing over the fins 
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probably did not change its diI'ection of flow and, 
furthermore, the speed of the air between the cylinder 
and the baffle may have been reduced by a restricting 
action of the strips. 
COMBINATION OF CYLINDER WITH BENT FINS A D SHELL 
BAFFLES 
Next to the integral baffle, the combination of bent 
fins and shell baffles reduced the rear-wall tempera-
ture more than any other baffie. Complete data were 
not obtained for these tests so that only the wall tem-
peratures are given in figure 20. The rear-wall tem-
perature was reduced from 29 ° F. for a cylinder with 
straight fins and no baffie to 210° F., or 29.6 percent, 
as compared with the 3l.9 percent reduction obtained 
with integral baffie and 16.1 percent reduction ob-
tained with baffle 69 (fig . 15). It should be noted that 
cooling obtained with th is tYl)e of baffle with and 
without extensions wa small. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of these te ts show that: 
1_ Properly installed shell baffies reduced the cylin-
der-wall temperatures and increased the heat-transfer 
coefficient to a greater extent than ei ther plate baffles 
or streamline baffie . 
2. Optimum cooling was obtained with hell baffles 
when they were mounted as cIo ely to the cylinder as 
possible, when the entrance was equal to the arc sub-
tended by an ano-Ie of approximately 145°, when the 
rearward exten ions were 3 or more inche long, and 
when the ratio of exit area to free-flow area. between 
the fins was between l.6 and 2.3. 
0. 8, 
T esL Combina tion q U OF . 'Ofr. 
8. 
'rest Description OJ? 'l'est 
Nobames 
71 
q U 
8. 8, 
OF. OF. 
40 BC+A at 45° 0.1063 0.569 146.2 111.8 A. Straight fins, no baffles __ __ __________ 236.1 0.0965 0.424 236. 1 19 . 
41 BCalone .1139 .604 136.9 103.4 B. Straight fins , with baffles ___________ 197.6 .14 .59 167.0 129. 0 
42 B C+A aL 30° .1057 .554 149.4 112.1 C. Bent fins, no barHes. ___ ______________ 200.9 
D. Bent fins, with baffles _______________ 170.0 FIGUnE 21.-Cylinder-wall temperaLures and heaL 
Lransfer coefficients obtained with integral baIDes 
Cylinder 3. 
FIGUnE 19.-EfTect of strips between shell bames and 
fin tips on the temperaLure distribution and heat-
transfer coefficient. Cylinder 2. 
FIGUnE 20.-EfTed on the base temperatures of bend-
ing a section of the fins at a 50° angle to tbe cylinder 
wall. Cylinder 3 witb and witbout baffles. 
if the pitch of the fins were less than those u ed in 
the test cylinder it might be detrimental to the cooling 
to bend the fins a much as 50° at the front, because 
the smaller the pitch and the greater th angle the 
smaller will be the opening between fins for the ail' to 
enter and to ilow acro s the fms. 
INTEGRAL BAFFLES 
The base temperature were reduced at all point 
around the cylinder with integral baffles a compared 
with Lhe cylinder without baffle, the reduction being 
the greatest that has been attained in any of the baffle 
tests. The rear-wall temperature was reduced from 
298° F. to 203° F., or 3l.9 percent, and the heat-
transfer coefficient was increa ed from 0.0965 to 0.14 8, 
or 54.2 percent. The large t reduction in rear-wall 
temperature obtained on any of the other baffles was 
approximately 15 percent. The great improvement 
with this integral baffle can no doubt be partly attrib-
uted to the increased cooling area. The difference in 
3. The surface heat-transfer coefficient with and 
without baffles varied as the 0.85 power of the air 
peed for a raI1ge of speed from 38 to 145 miles per 
bour. 
4. The average air speed 90 0 from the front and 
between the fins of a cylinder with the be t shell 
batHes was Ie than £01' a cylinder without baffles, but 
it was greater than the tunnel air speed wben the tunnel 
ail' peed was over 30 miles per hour. The highe tail' 
speed between the fins at a tunnel air speed of 100 
m.iles per hour was measured at a point approximately 
0.09 and 0.12 inch from the root for the conditions 
with and without baffles, respectively. 
5. The theoretical formula for calculating the heat 
dissipated from finned cylinders fitted with baffle 
checked closely tbe heat dissipation determined experi-
mentally. 
6. Baffle welded to the tips of the fins gave the 
largest reduction in rear-wall temperature and the 
greatest increase in the heat-transfer coefficient ; the 
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reduction in rear-wall temperature was 31.9 percent 
and the increa e in heat-transfer coefficient was 54.2 
percent as compared with the same cybnder without 
bames. 
7. Bending the fins in the front quarter of the cylin-
der to an angle of 500 resulted in a large improvement 
in cooling for conditions with and without baffles. 
LA GLEY :MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 
ATIO AL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS, 
LANGLEY FIELD, VA., September 26, 1934. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and Illoments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
Longitudinal ___ X X LateraL _______ Y Y N ormaL _______ Z Z 
, 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
O=~ a =M 
I qbS m qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Designation 
Rolling _____ 
Pitching ____ 
yawing _____ 
j\-
G., = qbS 
(yawing) 
Sym-
bol 
L 
M 
N 
Linear 
Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-
direction tion bol nent along Angular 
axis) 
Y-->Z Roll ______ 4> u I p 
Z-->X Pitch ____ 0 II 
I 
q 
X-->Y yaw _____ or w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V" 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = ~D4 pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient GQ = ~D5 pn 
P, 
G., 
1/, 
n, 
<I>, 
Power, absolute coefficient Gp = ~D6 pn 
Speed-power coefficient = ~ ~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Effective helix angle = tan-1 (2:n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp. = 76.04 kg-m/s = 550 ft-lb./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h. =0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s . =2.2369 m.p.h 
1 lb. = 0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi. = 1,609.35 m = 5,280 ft. 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 
